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SCORCHED: Table Mountain National Park, the area known as Silvermine West will open in September.
LARGE parts of Table Mountain
have been closed to the public since
the fires in early March this year.
The fires burnt 51 of the 240 square
kilometre national park, including
large parts of Silvermine and
Tokai. But runners, dog walkers,
hikers, mountain bikers and horse
riders can expect to access certain
parts of the mountain in the next
few months.
The area known as Silvermine
East, which includes the mountains
above Muizenberg, Kalk Bay, St
James and Clovelly, will open from
September 1, weather permitting,
according to SAN Parks ecologist
Carly Cowell.
The area known as Silvermine
West, which includes Silvermine
Dam, Constantiaberg, Chapman’s
Peak and Noordhoek Peak, will
open between September and
December. The Tokai plantations,
popular with mountain bikers, will
only open in about a year’s time in
spring of 2016.
The reason for the different
timing is the large amount of postfire repair work to the paths,
mountain bike trails, boardwalks
and roads. “The mountain bike
trails in Tokai were destroyed by
the fire, and after the fire the
forestry teams had to move in to cut
down the burnt trees, which further
damaged the trails,” says regional
ecologist Carly Cowell.
Cowell says new mountain bike
trails in Tokai will be designed and
constructed in consultation with
the mountain biking community.
The hiking paths in Silvermine
West and East have had to be
repaired twice: once in the weeks
after the fire, and again after the
first heavy rains. “There’s only so
much manual labour that our teams
can do in a day, so it’s not a case of
not wanting the public to access the
mountain. We just have to make
sure that, firstly, it’s safe, and
secondly, that the paths and trails
are clear. We’ve already seen some
trampling of young plants off the
old designated paths.”
Cowell says that making one
area open to all different activities
could be dangerous. “If trail
runners, mountain bikers, hikers,
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horse riders and dog walkers all
used the same area, it would cause
chaos and over congestion of one
area. That’s why we have to stagger
the re-opening of the different
areas, once they have been declared
safe and rehabilitated.”
Most of the wooden boardwalks
and bridges in Silvermine were
burnt by the fire, and have to be
rebuilt. Two of the chalets at
Silvermine Tented Camp were
burnt to the ground. The Owl Guest
House in Tokai was razed.
Several residential homes on the
park boundary were burnt to the
ground. The curtains and wooden
blinds on the inside of windows
combusted spontaneously from the
heat outside. Dry leaves in roof
gutters ignited, and caused the
wooden rafters to start burning.
Cowell says the fire was so hot
that engineers were worried that
the Silvermine dam wall would
crack from the heat. Fire teams
spent much of their time spraying
water onto the wall to cool it down.
The paint on one of the fire trucks
started bubbling from the heat.
Several smaller fires kept reigniting up to three weeks after the
initial burn. The roots of old pine
trees – removed several decades ago
from Silvermine – smouldered and
burnt, fed by oxygen from the
tunnels of moles in the soil.
The fire came at exactly the right
time – 15 or so years after the last
big fires on this part of the
mountain.
“This fynbos burnt at exactly the
right time,” Cowell says, “so from
an ecological perspective, it was
perfect, even if the public see it as
dangerous and dramatic. Fynbos
and its ecology needs fire if it’s to
thrive and contribute to the overall
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As the parts of Table Mountain National
Park that were damaged by fire in early
March come back to life, visitors will
slowly be allowed to return

NEW LIFE: From the ashes new life blooms.

ON FIRE: A boardwalk melts away.
beauty and attraction of Cape
Town.”
Cowell says most of the animals
ran away from fire before it got to
them. “They know it’s coming,
probably long before humans do,”
she says. But there were some
losses. Twelve baboons died from
burns and smoke asphyxiation,
most of them females and
youngsters. “They climbed up into
the plantation trees to escape the
fire below, but then couldn’t get

down and some were trapped by fire
and smoke.”
Two antelope – a Cape grysbok
and a steenbok – died from their
injuries. Several porcupines died,
because they were trapped between
the fire and the fences of houses
adjoining the mountain.
Several tortoises died from the
heat, but this is considered a
natural process. “The eggs of the
tortoises are buried safely in the
soil, and when the hatchlings

emerge after the fire, there is an
abundance of young, tender plants
for them to eat. The older tortoises
sometimes carry diseases, and
when they died in the fire, it reduces
the risk of the youngsters
contracting the same disease.”
The sunbirds and sugarbirds
were able to fly away from the fire,
and took up temporary residence in
the gardens of Cape Town. The
planting of indigenous fynbos in
gardens is seen as a key reason for
their survival after the fire.
Already, bright green watsonia
bulbs are emerging. These will soon
be flowering, covering the mountains in red and peach colours.
Gladiolus and resprouting proteas
will also add their own colours to
the area. Pollinating insects like
ants and honeybees have already
started their work. Cowell says that
she’s personally seen two new
honeybee hives.
The fire instigated a variety of
well-intended offers and requests
from the public. “Some native
American Indians living in Cape
Town wanted permission to
reconsecrate a spiritual site in the
Tokai Arboretum after the fires. We
had people calling to ask if they
could come rescue the squirrels and
rehome them.
“Others wanted to put out
buckets of water for the animals to
drink, and some wanted to spread
pine cones with seeds and honey for
animals to eat.”
Most of the time, Cowell says,
animals know how to survive fires,
because they’ve been living in the
fire-dependent fynbos environment
for thousands of years. And
introducing pine cones with seeds
would bring in more alien plants,
“which is exactly what we’re trying
to avoid.”
Those areas, which were cleared
of alien vegetation several decades
ago, will now have to be cleared
once more. The seeds of alien
invasive trees will germinate after
the fire and grow quicker than the
fynbos. Cowell says that some
scientists estimate that about one
million Port Jackson saplings per
hectare will need to be cleared.
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